**Why Windsor?**

Windsor innovation focuses on making customers more successful by continually providing innovative, productive floor care solutions. Windsor started by introducing the first commercial grade two-motor upright vacuum and pioneered the self-contained extractor. In recent years, Windsor has launched the industry's first stand-on line of equipment, the Chariot, which has changed the way buildings are cleaned. With 90% of an overall budget based on labor, Windsor concentrates on impacting that portion by designing innovative, productive and easy-to-use equipment. Windsor combines innovative and quality equipment with productive solutions to make our customers successful.

**Like our products, Windsor is virtually everywhere.** Through a long-standing partnership with our dealers and service support network, we offer nationwide access to equipment service, planned maintenance and technical support.

**Our focus on a cleaner, greener environment.** Years ago, we realized these two goals coincide. It’s not enough to get your facilities as clean as possible; our products should be earth-friendly and energy-efficient. Keeping focus on green is an important area in our business. Examples such as the aqua-mizer, which conserves natural resources, the ergonomic design of the Chariot that reduces injuries caused by muscular and skeletal strain, and the DUO line of extractors that protect indoor air quality, natural resources and the environment.

**We work hard to earn your trust.** By building machines that perform consistently for years of service and providing solutions have made us a preferred provider of floor cleaning equipment in the industry. Overall, Windsor measures our success by the success we create for our customers.

**People Who Care**

We want to help you meet your daily cleaning and business challenges. For more information, please call us at 800-444-7654, or visit our web site at www.windsorind.com.

**Making Indoors Cleaner And Outdoors Greener**
Innovative

def. Being or producing something like nothing experienced or created before.

exp. Windsor’s success in providing solutions based on the voice of the customer is greatly due to our innovation.
Windsor’s DUO family of carpet extractors offers multiple options in one machine—pre-spray and neutral rinse cleaning, iCapsol Interim Cleaning, and Deep Extraction.

**Commodore DUO**
- Dual counter-rotating brushes agitate and permeate the solution into both sides of the carpet nap
- Dual floating vac shoes with glides provide consistent brush contact even over uneven surfaces
- Optional fast and simple battery exchange system to provide extended run time

**Voyager DUO**

**Clipper DUO**
- Exceptional maneuverability and a low profile; its compact design makes it easy to operate in small areas
- Easy-to-use cleaning mode selection requires no mechanical changeover to switch modes
- On-board hand tool with eight foot hose
- Allows operation in a walk-behind or pull back mode

The iCapsol interim carpet cleaning process cleans carpets faster, improves the appearance and keeps the carpet cleaner longer.

Cleaning carpet quickly in a 24/7 environment is the challenge you face. With deep extraction, the carpet dries slowly due to the amount of moisture used in the cleaning process.

With the iCapsol Encapsulating cleaning technology, we provide a way to get your carpet cleaner faster, and with longer lasting results. The iCapsol Encapsulating Interim Cleaning chemical breaks down and then surrounds the soil and other detergent residue from previous cleaning. It dries into a hard, non-sticky crystal, encasing the soil in about 20 minutes. The dried crystals can easily be removed by vacuuming. The low moisture chemical process dries quickly and does not leave behind sticky detergents or chemicals that will attract dirt and result in rapid re-soiling.

The result is carpet that is clean and dry in about 20 minutes.
Windsor’s attention to design details in our machines increases productivity in large areas and maneuverability in small areas and provides unprecedented dry times. We offer a broad variety of self-contained and portable carpet extractors to handle all your extraction needs.

**Commodore 20**
- Self-propelled for operator comfort
- Floating vac shoe for maximum vacuum performance
- 20 gallon capacity

**Mini Pro**
- 4 gallon solution and recovery tank for small to medium jobs
- Designed for compact storage and transport
- Optional accessory tools to clean spots, chairs, stairs and vehicles

**Presto 3**
- 2 gallon capacity spot cleaner

**Priza**
- Powerful, compact spray extraction for smaller areas and upholstery cleaning
- Powerful vacuum motor means little residual moisture is left after cleaning
- 3 gallon capacity

**Cadet 7**
- Convenient fingertip controls for operator comfort
- 7 gallon capacity

**Clipper 12**
- No-hose design makes it easy to fill and empty
- 12 gallon capacity
- HEPA Filtration

**Admiral 8**
- Adjustable brush settings
- Quick, easy, no-tool brush removal
- 8 gallon capacity

**Dominator 13**
- Large transport wheels and compact size make Dominator easy to move around the facility or transport from job site to job site
- Adjustable 0-500 psi spray pressure provides versatility to clean delicate upholstery and the power to clean the dirtiest carpet
- Models available with 1850W internal water heater for additional cleaning power

**Dominator 17**
- LEED Compliant

---

**Dependable**

def. Capable of being depended on; worthy of trust; reliable

exp. Windsor products have consistently pushed the boundaries of innovation and ergonomics. We continually consider how to make our products reliable, durable and dependable so our customers become lifetime stewards of the Windsor brand.
Windsor offers a full line of carpet extraction tools - rugged tools for every job. From the double dry carpet and upholstery hand tool that cleans deeper and dries faster, to the deluxe, standard and spotting wands that can be used with any Windsor extractor, we have the right tool for any job.

**AquaFoil® Wand**
- Aluminum wand engineered specifically to keep air stream velocity constant from the vac shoe through the entire wand for increased vacuum performance
- Designed for high velocity with no flow loss, drag or in efficiency
- Stainless steel manifold evenly distributes air flow and suction across entire width of the vac shoe
- Ergonomic design reduces back strain and fatigue for the operator

**Pro Heater**
- Improves the cleaning power of any portable extractor
- Connects between extractor and accessory vacuum/solution hose
- Offers quick heating power with state-of-the-art aluminum core
- 15’ cable and convenient carrying handle

**Standard Professional Wand**
- 12”, one spray jet, adjustable handle
- Can be used with all Windsor extractors
- 2.9 gallons of continuous and consistent spray coverage
- Interchangeable container and comfortable shoulder strap increase productivity

**Double Dry Hand Tool**
- Deep cleans carpet and upholstery, leaving it virtually dry
- Dual vacuum ports clean/dry in both forward and reverse for twice the productivity
- Enclosed water chamber controls fluid and prevents overflowing

**AirMover**
- 3 speeds of air movement for every type of job
- A maximum air movement of 3,000 cfm for rapid drying of carpet and hard floors
- Sturdy, four point motor mount to withstand heavy use and rough handling
- Built-in carpet clip for flood restoration jobs

**Flip Tool**
- Dual head design features a spray jet and heavy-duty scrub brush on one side, and a squeegee vacuum head on the other for efficient hard floor cleaning
- 360 degree rotating head allows easy use of either side of the tool by simply flipping it over

**Pro Spray**
- 2.9 gallons of continuous and consistent spray coverage
- Interchangeable container and comfortable shoulder strap increase productivity

**Pilejogger**
- Quickly deep cleans carpet with its 13” brush and three overlapping spray jets
- See-through window allows visible soil recovery
- Wide roller allows effortless operation and prevents wheel tracking
- Can be used with all Windsor extractors

**Spotting Wand**
- The perfect tool for carpet spotting with extractors up to 100 psi water pressure
- Lightweight and 9.75” wide, it simplifies cleaning in hard-to-reach areas

**WindHandler**
- The perfect tool for carpet spotting with extractors up to 100 psi water pressure
- Lightweight and 9.75” wide, it simplifies cleaning in hard-to-reach areas
Receptive

def. Willing to receive suggestions with favor; quick to receive knowledge and ideas.

exp. By being receptive to change - to the company, within the industry, and in the economic climate, Windsor is poised to rapidly and successfully initiate change.
Windsor is the leading manufacturer of commercial upright vacuums, offering a 37-year track record of durability and innovation. Our Versamatic and Sensor models are the industry’s most popular upright vacuums.

Sensor S 12  
Sensor S 15 (not shown)  
• Easy bag replacement  
• HEPA Filtration (Optional)  
• Larger 1.6 hp, 1200 watt motor pulls even more dirt from the carpet  
• High efficiency filtration traps 99% at 0.3 microns for improved indoor air quality  

LEED Compliant

Sensor XP 15  
• Sensor XP automatically sets brush height for cleaning surface  
• HEPA Filtration (Optional)  
• On-board tools and extension wand make Sensor XP the perfect detail cleaning machine  
• Available in 12, 15 and 18 inch cleaning widths to handle any need productively  

LEED Compliant

Sensor XP 18

Versamatic 18  
Versamatic 14 (not shown)  
• Powerful 1,000 watt vacuum motor picks up more dirt in a single pass  
• Electronic control system maintains consistent brush motor speed and torque to eliminate premature brush, bearing and belt replacement  
• Pull-out wand and hose with on-board accessory tools simplify detail cleaning  
• 99% Filtration at 0.3 microns  

LEED Compliant

Versamatic Plus 18  
Versamatic Plus 14

---

LEED Compliant  

Windsor • 800-444-7654 • www.windsorind.com
Expert

def. Possessing special skill or knowledge; trained by practice; authoritative.

ex. From our heritage as the “carpet care experts” Windsor is resourceful in uncovering or inventing expertly-crafted solutions for both hard floor and soft floor alike.
Vacuums

**NuWave**
- Dual 26" counter-rotating brushes agitate, lift and clean both sides of the carpet nap removing 50% more soil in one pass
- Floating brush deck maintains constant contact with carpet surface and requires no operator adjustments
- Two proprietary designed 1.1 hp vacuum motors deliver higher air flow for deep carpet cleaning
- HEPA Filtration (Optional)

**Wave 28**
- 28" cleaning path
- Two vacuum motors for extra power
- Comes with standard wand and on-board tools
- HEPA Filtration (Optional)

**TrekVac 2**
- The quietest vacuum cleaners in their class. Whisper-quiet for operation during normal business hours
- Floor tool with triple action joint guarantees optimum nozzle adjustment to the floor
- Simple detachable turbine head with large container closures enables easy filter bag change
- 4 stage filtration

**TrekVac 3**

**Vac Pac 10**
- Lightweight design and comfortable harness system
- Quiet operation for less disruption

**Vac Pac 6 (not shown)**

LEED Compliant

LEED Compliant
Windsor offers a wide selection of automatic scrubbers to meet all your cleaning needs. From the Saber Glide ride-ons for your larger cleaning applications, to the new micro-scrubber Saber Blades to provide maximum maneuverability, we’ve got you covered.

**Saber Blade 16**
- 2.5 gallon capacity
- Solution and recovery tanks easy to fill and clean
- No tool brush and squeegee removal

**Saber Blade 12**
- Lightweight - just 24 pounds
- Easy to fill and empty
- Low 4" profile

**Saber Blade 16 SP**
- Two 16" counter-rotating brushes provide thorough cleaning
- Small agile scrubber for maintenance cleaning
- Maintenance-friendly with easy access to all components reduces machine down-time
- 6.6 gallon capacity

**Saber Compact 17**
- Compact design to provide maximum maneuverability
- Large capacity solution and recovery tanks extend run time
- On-board chargers standard
- 8 gallon capacity

**LEED Compliant**

**Saber Compact 22**
(Available in Disc & Cylindrical models)
- Sweeping, scrubbing and drying in one pass
- Tank-in-tank system is very easy to clean
- 10.5 gallon capacity
- Available in both cylindrical & disc versions for all your cleaning needs

**Saber Compact 20**
- Large solution and recovery tanks increase productive cleaning time.
- Rugged machine construction ensures years of maximum performance.
- Ergonomic handle and simple controls make operation easy and increase productivity.
- Saber Compact increases uptime with wide-open accessibility and an overall reduced parts design.
- Available in brush/pad assist drive or traction drive.

**LEED Compliant**

**Saber Compact 22**
(Available in Disc & Cylindrical models)
- Sweeping, scrubbing and drying in one pass
- Tank-in-tank system is very easy to clean
- 10.5 gallon capacity
- Available in both cylindrical & disc versions for all your cleaning needs

---

**Bold**

def. Courageous and daring. Beyond the usual limits of conventional thought or action; imaginative.

exp. Conventional wisdom says “product companies sell products” but Windsor delivers on a bolder promise where “product companies can also provide great services.” We strive to conceive and deliver solutions that have not been thought of before.
**Saber Glide 28 - 36** (with Squeeze Play - not shown)
- Control system features “one button” scrubbing for simple operation and consistent results
- Large capacity tanks and a 36 volt battery system extend run times
- 30 gallon capacity
LEED Compliant

**Saber Cutter 32** with on-board charger
Saber Cutter 26 and 32
24 volt Models (not shown)

- Aqua-Mizer™ extends solution and chemical use by up to 50%
- On-board storage compartment
- Easy access, easy change batteries
- 23 gallon capacity
LEED Compliant

**Saber Cutter with Squeeze Play**
A wide variety of sizes, motors and models for a variety of application. We offer 13” to 20” cleaning paths and 1.5 and 1.75 hp motors with single and dual speed models.

**Storm Dual Speed**
- (with optional solution tank)
- Storm 20X
- Storm 17X
- Storm 13

- Durable metal components
- Heavy-duty triple planetary gear box
- Top-mounted, adjustable handle
- Built-in circuit breaker protection
- 1.5 hp on 17X, 20X’s Dual Speed Models

**Pivot**
- Superior scrubbing performance with two counter-rotating brushes and 60 lbs of down pressure
- Versatile
  - Can operate like a traditional swing machine for productivity in open areas or like a walk-behind for precise cleaning along walls and in corners
  - Can be used to maintenance or deep clean a wide variety of floor from VCT to grouted tile
- Compact and portable

**LEED Compliant**

**Lightning 20**
- The self-propelled Traction Drive model provides the convenience of burnishing speeds of up to 230 feet per minute, providing increased productivity (non-traction model also available)
- Contoured design improves operator sight lines
- Dust control system
- 20” burnishing path
- Battery powered

**Lightning 27**
- Lightning 24 (not shown)

- EPA & CARB Certified Low Emission Fuel System
- UL Listed Components
- Drop-In Cylinder Holder
- Variable Pad Pressure With Adjustable Wheels
- Tilt-Back Design
- Two Deck Options: 24” (28,000 ft²/hr) and 27” (34,000 ft²/hr)
- Features include advanced propane fuel systems, coupled with automotive grade catalytic mufflers. The powerful 18 hp propane engine provides for fast and consistent burnishing.

**Lightning 2000**
- Available in 1500 or 2000 rpm
- Easy to operate with adjustable handle
- Flexible pad driver for uniform performance
- Durable steel components
- Unique active dust control system to capture dust particles (LB2000 only)
- 20” burnishing path

**Lightning 1500**
- Pivot
- Superior scrubbing performance with two counter-rotating brushes and 60 lbs of down pressure
- Versatile
  - Can operate like a traditional swing machine for productivity in open areas or like a walk-behind for precise cleaning along walls and in corners
  - Can be used to maintenance or deep clean a wide variety of floor from VCT to grouted tile
- Compact and portable

**LEED Compliant**

---

**Engaged**

def. To be involved at multiple levels. To occupy the attention and efforts of a person or persons.

exp. Windsor believes in partner-provided value, whether it is from a vendor, distributor or client. Being engaged in ideas, strategies and objectives builds stronger relationships, products and industry.
Fast and efficient, sweepers are the easy way to clean paths, halls, sidewalks and warehouses quickly and conveniently. Available in a full range of configurations for your specific cleaning application.

Radius Mini
- Cordless electric sweeper designed for commercial applications
- Powerful, rechargeable nicad battery pack provides for up to 45 minutes of operation on hard surface, and 30 minutes on carpet
- Extremely quiet operation
LEED Compliant

Radius 280 Deluxe
- For a wide range of applications indoors and outdoors, with a particularly quiet battery drive system at 69 dBA
- Main roller broom and side broom are electrically driven in both forward and reverse
- Active Dust Control with a separate fan and flat pleated filter for dustless sweeping indoors
- 28” sweeping path
LEED Compliant

Radius 300
- Cleans effectively indoors and out
- Self-propelled, 30” cleaning path
- Active dust control
LEED Compliant

Radius 360
- 36” cleaning path for fast, efficient sweeping
- Vacuum dust control
- Change main broom and filter without tools
LEED Compliant

Radius Manual
- Main roller brush is driven by both wheels so that it sweeps equally well in either left or right turns
- Height of roller brush can be easily adjusted in 5 stages by a knob on the handle
- 28” sweeping path
LEED Compliant
Windsor’s specialty cleaning machines offer products specific to your cleaning needs.

**Treadway**
- Fast and thorough cleaning results for escalators
- Short brush head enables cleaning of escalators that ascend quickly. Suitable for most types of escalators
- Tank-in-tank system is very easy to clean

**Grouthog**
- Designed specifically to clean hard tiles and thick grout lines quickly and efficiently

**Compass 2**
- Multiple function cleaning
- Safely and accurately dispenses cleaning solution
- High pressure rinses and vacuums surfaces dry
- Dramatically reduces cleaning time over conventional methods

**Zephyr**
- Offers hygienic steam cleaning without chemicals
- Unit can be refilled at any time for continuous cleaning—no need to wait for the unit to cool down
- Two-tank system helps shorten heating times and reduce power consumption since only part of the water capacity needs to be heated at any given time

**Distinct**
def. Distinguished as not being the same. Different in nature or quality; unmistakable.
exp. Intelligent and memorable marketing comes from research, strategy and creativity. To be distinct in the endless sea of cleaning products, Windsor constantly reaches for what works and will be remembered.